Happy Valentine’s Week!

Don’t Forget…
Your group project proposals are due today (one
per group, please include everyone’s name)
Your midterm exam #1 is on Thursday (this is the
only class activity for that day)
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Today’s Key City Focus…

Your primary midterm exam study resource is
the review documents I placed on our course
website
For every term listed in the review documents,
1. Have a definition
2. Be able to give an example
3. Be able to discuss what it means
Note also that lists, diagrams/maps, and videos
from class can also show up on the exam
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Seattle

Seattle

DallasFort
Worth
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The transportation infrastructure needs of the Seattle metro region are
expensive and complex
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The transportation infrastructure needs of the Seattle metro region are
expensive and complex
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The transportation infrastructure needs of the Seattle metro region are
expensive and complex
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The transportation infrastructure needs of the Seattle metro region are
expensive and complex

The transportation infrastructure needs of the Seattle metro region are
expensive and complex

What is this?
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The transportation infrastructure needs of the Seattle metro region are
expensive and complex
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The Port of Seattle is a Strategic Resource for the U.S. Economy
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Seattle/Tacoma International Airport is also an Important Global Connecting Point

▪ Seattle is home base for Starbucks, as well

as Amazon, Costco, and Microsoft
▪ Key design and production region (and

former headquarters city) for Boeing
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Seattle
• Having companies like these provides Seattle with the
ability to generate massive economic change
– Firms that do business around the world form the basis for
business and job growth in their home territories
• Q: How can Seattle economically benefit from having businesses
like Amazon and Microsoft?
• How can these businesses also hurt Seattle?
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Seattle
Week 5

• To understand a city like Seattle we need to
comprehend the relationship between business cycles
and regional economic development

The Economic
Dimension:
Business,
Location, and
Development

– Business growth is a positive, but growth also creates
challenges for cities
– Businesses also inevitably face downtimes, and those
downtimes also impact the economies of the places where
they are based
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Business Geography
• Our discussion today sets up for many study &
career opportunities in business geography

Foundational Issue for This Week:
What goes into making a good location
for a business?
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Fall, 2020
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Spring, 2021
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Business Geography

Business Geography

• There are many great careers for UNT BA/BS/MS
graduates who understand business geography

• There are many great careers for UNT BA/BS/MS
graduates who understand business geography

Joshua Bova Associate Manager,
Market Planning (Lousville, KY), AAG
2018 Business Geography Student
Paper Competition Award Winner, and
UNT Geography Graduate (2018)
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Business Geography

Business Geography

• There are many great careers for UNT BA/BS/MS
graduates who understand business geography

• There are many great careers for UNT BA/BS/MS
graduates who understand business geography

Amanda Regan Commercial
Real Estate Portfolio Strategy
Manager at The Hewlett-Packard
Company (Palo Alto, CA), and
UNT Geography Graduate (2013)
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Amie Sumpter Manager –
Market Strategy for Advance Auto
Parts (Roanoke, VA), and UNT
Geography Graduate (2007)
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Basic Terms & Ideas

Technology and Geography

• What makes business geography unique?
A focus on helping businesses make better
decisions

• One connection we can make to show the
application of geographic ideas involves
technology

– From this perspective, business geography takes
the contributions of geographers and other social
and physical scientists and makes them highly
applied
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– More specifically, how technology changes and
advances
– Over the next few minutes we’ll develop some
technology-related ideas (many of which might not
appear geographic)
– But it is important to remember this all comes
back to something that is highly geographic
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Technology and Geography

Technology and Geography

• Technology and Cycles

• Technology and Cycles

– A basic factor impacting the location of
industry relates to the advancement of
technology and society

– Q: Can you think of a product or idea that
spread in popularity and then died out?

• New ideas are developed, become very popular,
mature, and then die out
• This happens quite often with products
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How Have People Listened to Music?

How do People Take Pictures?

U.S. Music Sales by Format, 1973-2017
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Technology and Geography

Technology and Geography

• Technology and Cycles

• Technology and Cycles

– An idea called “the product cycle model”
captures this concept exactly

– The product cycle includes four stages

• A predictable series of events that products go
through, all the way from their beginnings to the
end of their production
• Essentially, the product cycle describes the “life” of
a product
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Technology and Geography

Technology and Geography

• Technology and Cycles

• Technology and Cycles

– The product cycle includes four stages

– The product cycle includes four stages

• 1. Introduction
• Basic product research and the product’s initial
introduction into the marketplace
• From basic development to first promotional efforts
• High initial product costs (example: the first CD
players listed at $1000+)
• Most sales in biggest, wealthiest countries/cities
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• 2. Growth
• Explosive growth in sales as the marketplace
becomes aware of the product and the product’s
distribution system is broadened
• Sales spread across developed world
• First signs of competition
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Technology and Geography

Technology and Geography

• Technology and Cycles

• Technology and Cycles

– The product cycle includes four stages

– The product cycle includes four stages

• 3. Maturity
• End of explosive growth as sales growth levels off
(but not declining yet)
• Extensive sales penetration into most markets
• Most successful companies here: cost cutters
• Much product standardization, little innovation
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• 4. Decline
• Steady weakening of sales as the product becomes
obsolete
• Substitutes are introduced that do the job better
• Sales rapidly shift to the developing world
• Production slows as industry profits decline to zero
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Technology and Geography
Predicting the ups and
downs of product
cycles can be tough.

• Technology and Cycles
– Example of a product life cycle: the Boeing 747
airplane
– Tracing the sales of the 747 over time shows a
definite life cycle pattern

This is Sony’s cuttingedge recording
technology from 1973.
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Boeing 747 Sales by Decade

Boeing 747 Sales by Decade
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Boeing 747 Sales by Decade
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Boeing 747 Sales by Decade

Boeing 747 Sales by Decade
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Technology and Geography
• Technology and Cycles
– Q: Why might we discuss the product cycle in a
geography class?
• What phase you are in through the cycle has an
impact on where you locate
• Growing, innovative businesses need to be in
different places than businesses that are trying to
cut costs
• Geographers are in a unique place to give this kind
of advice
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Technology and Geography
• Linking to a broader discussion
– Several forces impact the location of industry
•
•
•
•
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Costs
Material Types
Transportation Rates
Technology and Cycles
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Technology and Geography

Industry & Development

• Linking to a broader discussion
– Geographers have brought together many of
these basic concepts to develop overall
theories that explain the location of industry
– Our last few ideas for today develop just a
taste of these foundational insights

Focus on Location Theory

From here on in this slide deck, all information is for reference
for the final exam only, not this week’s midterm exam
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Location Theory

Businesses Influencing Other Businesses
• One key idea in location theory is how the
location decisions of one business can
influence the location decisions of other
businesses

• Focus on understanding the best locations
for different kinds of businesses
• Geographers advise businesses on where
they should locate

– Once a business has made a location decision
and opened in a given place, that can have an
impact on other businesses
– Draw other businesses to open in specific
places

– Stores
– Warehouses
– Factories
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Businesses Influencing Other Businesses

1. Locational Agglomeration
• Sometimes, businesses can be influenced by
where other non-competing but related
businesses locate: “agglomeration”
• Example: businesses that share an
infrastructure need locate next to each other

• Two similar but different concepts:
– 1. locational agglomeration
– 2. locational interdependence

– Access to a highway: share cost of building a new
highway exit (split costs, both gain benefit)
– Electricity: share cost of a new electrical line and
electrical substation (again, split costs)
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1. Locational Agglomeration

2. Locational Interdependence

• Agglomeration = mutual benefit
(businesses helping themselves and the
partner business)

• Sometimes, competitor businesses can also
have an important, mutual impact on
where their competition locates:
“locational interdependence”
• Examples:
– McDonald’s opens, and Burger King locates
nearby
– Home Depot opens, and Lowe’s opens nearby
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2. Locational Interdependence

2. Locational Interdependence

• This is NOT the same as agglomeration

• A Business “Parable”: Hotelling’s Ice
Cream Vendors

– McDonald’s and Burger King are not trying to
help each other, but their locations create
some kind of equilibrium where both can end
up benefiting
– How can this be?
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– Scenario: two ice cream stands on a long
beach
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2. Locational Interdependence
• A Business “Parable”: Hotelling’s Ice
Cream Vendors
– Scenario: two ice cream stands on a long
beach
– Socially optimal locations aren’t always the
long-term locations adopted by competing
businesses
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2. Locational Interdependence
• Bottom Line: sometimes businesses locate
to control their competition, not to serve
the market efficiently
– the free market results in the ice cream
vendors locating in a very inefficient manner
from the perspective of service to the public

“Hotelling in Real Life”
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“Hotelling in Real Life”
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“Hotelling in Real Life”
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